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ABSTRACT
This article considers the place of women’s amateur film within
regional and national film archive holdings through a specific case
study of the ‘Women Amateur Filmmakers in Britain’ project at the
East Anglian Film Archive (EAFA). Reflecting on the process of
cataloguing and presenting this collection, the article will explore
the challenges of making women’s creative filmed work visible,
suggesting that women’s amateur films exist at a crucial overlap
of archival oversight and cultural stigma. We argue that prevailing
associations of archive film with space, place and location could
prevent feminist-led projects from gaining traction in the
contested world of exhibition where locality often overshadows
other thematic or stylistic approaches. We argue that only by
reconsidering the types of films that are prioritised for
preservation and presentation can women’s films be made fully
visible.
Introduction
Amateur films represent unexplored evidence for film history, a way to create a more
complex, richer explanation of how visual culture operates across many levels of practice,
from elites to amateurs, as an instance of filmmaking from below.1
The fact that it is too late for everything to be saved – that the record of women’s filmmaking
will remain fragmentary – should stand as an emblematic part of the history of the cinema.2
Existing histories of film archival work, alongside broader film histories, place an under-
standable emphasis on the fragmentary and fragile nature of surviving film texts, particu-
larly those that stretch back to the nitrate or ‘silent’ eras of film production.3 Existing
alongside those broader narratives are individual case studies of films (or collections) mir-
aculously saved from neglect, unexpectedly discovered in vaults, or restored to a more
complete form through pain-staking archival work.4 It is only in the last few decades,
however, that the original stress on the urgency of preserving professional feature film
heritage has shifted to a wider desire to capture the broader range of filmmaking that
has existed over the last 120 years. Ernest Lindgren, the first curator of the United King-
dom’s National Film Archive, reportedly insisted that ‘non-fiction film, actuality film,
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documentary film, even amateur films—film as a vital record of our life and times—should
be accorded equal importance to fiction and feature films’ [Emphasis added].5 The
addition of ‘even’ here is likely that of writer Clyde Jeavons rather than Lindgren
himself, but it points to the prevailing assumption that amateur film remains an after-
thought, the least important form of film to target for that national archive endeavour,
particularly when compared to the need to reclaim and restore feature films.
The more recent academic shift towards the exploration of other aspects of film pro-
duction held within the film archive can be understood as part of a broader shift in critical
historiography that challenge ‘dominant power relations… [to] what either lies on the
margins or is excluded altogether… recentring marginalized peoples (women, people of
colour, working classes)… and practices (popular culture).’6 One particular production
practice—namely home and amateur filmmaking—has been the focus of growing aca-
demic attention in the last two decades, led in part by increased access and cataloguing
within national and regional film archives of amateur and home filmmaking materials.7
This archive work has made the film archive ‘increasingly visible at the forefront of inno-
vative partnerships that use amateur footage as part of a broadening access to visual
culture’ and at the centre of a new historiographical effort to recalibrate amateur film pro-
duction in relation to other areas within film history.8
This article’s contribution to that growing debate around amateur film has two distinct
aims. The first is to explore whether the place of women within amateur film archive hold-
ings matches earlier descriptions of excavating or revealing the history of women’s film
production in relation to the question of inferiority. Jane Gaines commented in 2007
about ‘long-held film-historical assumptions… even if there had been any work by
women, it was inferior; that of such inferior work, no examples survived…we are study-
ing an unfortunate object, misused and left alone, the subject of earlier neglect.’9 This case
study focuses on the women amateur filmmakers whose work is archived in the Institute of
Amateur Cinematographers (IAC) collection at the East Anglian Film Archive (EAFA).
The archiving of the IAC collection at EAFA has been regarded as a ‘landmark
example’ and ‘a wonderful success story.’10 Yet the cultural stigma around archival
value that Gaines identified with women in the pre-sound film archive not only recurs
in the amateur realm, but is exacerbated by the amateur status of these women filmmakers.
Amateur film has been described as inferior, ‘perceived as simply an irrelevant pastime…
defined by negation: non-commercial, nonprofessional, unnecessary.’11 This article argues
that women’s amateur film often exists at a crucial overlap of archival oversight and cul-
tural stigma, doubly negated and invisible.12 The EAFA case study ‘Women’s Amateur
Filmmakers in Britain’ ultimately identified 142 films by women filmmakers within the
larger 1500 IAC films. While this research and cataloguing project is clearly an important
and necessary step to tackle such archival oversights, raising the profile and visibility of
women amateur filmmakers represents other challenges.
This latter point relates to the second aim of the article. Making these filmmakers more
visible clearly involves their identification within archive collections and catalogues, but
creating access to their films is essential. Following the EAFA case study through its
second phase allows the article to identify significant exhibition-specific challenges
around engaging an audience. The introduction of digitisation to film archives, and the
concurrent shift from analogue screenings to online or digitally curated screenings has
had its controversies, particularly around the quality of digitisation, the authenticity of
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the digital copy, and a concern over increased access. Given that few film archives are set
up to cater for large numbers of on-site viewers, opening up aspects of the archive to audi-
ence has included releasing material on DVD, via television broadcasters, or—more com-
monly—by making collections available online through an archive’s own website or a third
party such as the British Film Institute or other heritage organisations. As Rachael Moseley
and Helen Wheatley have identified in relation to television, there remains a ‘relative
absence of texts traditionally coded as feminine from publicly accessible archives.’13
While archiving is clearly a feminist issue for scholars and historians, engaging a wider
audience with issues of feminism and the archive remains largely uncharted ground. The
shift to digitisation and online engagement is understood by archives to have created a
shift in what audiences might expect from them as they become active participants who
expect to ‘have open access to collections.’14 Increasing access has therefore been linked
to overturning ‘traditional roles of keepers and protectors of archive materials… [gener-
ating] creativity, interest and audiences for working with archive footage’.15 One of the
issues we explore through the second phase of the EAFA case study is the problems of
trying to serve two audiences: one via traditional curated digital screenings, the other
via online access to digitised versions of the same films. While archivists have been
exhorted to ‘flaunt our wares… demand the credit for saving… [these films]… [and]
arouse public and politico-cultural awareness,’ the article will discuss the realities of
undertaking such awareness-raising, and the problems faced when trying to promote
this doubly-negated collection of women and amateur filmmakers.16
This study explores EAFA’s ‘Women Amateur Filmmakers in Britain’ project through a
feminist lens. We continue Moseley and Wheatley’s call for archiving to be seen as a fem-
inist issue, where specific practices ‘affect and produce the kinds of histories that can be
written’ and expand it to include how that material can be shaped and made available
to audiences.17 When Deborah Parker, chief executive of Cinema For All (the UK organ-
isation supporting community film exhibition), went to national and regional film
archives to look for films featuring suffragettes, she was ‘appalled’ at the lack of available
footage of or by women and launched a scheme to encourage women to add their voices to
the archive.18 Yet the issue is not just about expanding archive content. This article there-
fore considers the process by which the films were selected, catalogued, digitised, and then
curated for broader consumption, enabling us to demonstrate the opportunities and limit-
ations of using a film archive resource for feminist research and public engagement activi-
ties. The issues highlighted here include how the digitisation of women filmmakers’ work
can be harnessed towards new pathways for dissemination and access, and how film
archives may need to modify their practices to enable this. Specifically, we argue that
current archiving policy needs to reconsider the types of films that are prioritised for pres-
ervation, cataloguing and presentation in order to uncover more work by women
filmmakers and increase the visibility of women in archives.
Case study: the Women Amateur Filmmakers project
The East Anglian Film Archive is one of nine regional film archives in Britain, with the
bulk of its collections drawn from material produced by local and regional filmmakers
and television programmes from the six counties of Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire,
Essex, Hertfordshire, Norfolk, and Suffolk. One of its key collections is the film library
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of the Institute of Amateur Cinematographers (IAC). Since 1932, the IAC has promoted,
recorded, and developed the amateur film movement at a national and international level,
and its collection of standard 8 mm, Super 8, 9.5 and 16 mm films is regarded as ‘the
cream of personal, group, and cine club productions.’19 Most of these films were retained
by the IAC and kept in its film library because they had won awards through either the
IAC’s own regional or international competitions or sponsored competitions such as
those run by national newspapers such as theDaily Mail. The collection is part-catalogued,
and only partially digitised, with the bulk of the 1500 IAC films stored in analogue form in
the EAFA vaults.
The decision to research, identify and catalogue an initial cache of women filmmakers
was led by a combination of intellectual (feminist) and practical (funding) concerns:
EAFA’s association with feminist scholars at the University of East Anglia (UEA) was
crucial in gaining academic support for the bid to the National Archives’ National Catalo-
guing Grants Programme for Archives; more pragmatically, EAFA staff understood that a
small, thematically distinct collection would be more likely to meet the requirements of
that grant scheme. Working in collaboration with the IAC Archivist Philip Collins, 142
films from the larger IAC collection were identified that (based on paper records) featured
a woman filmmaker.20 ‘Woman filmmaker’ was taken in this instance to mean a woman
making a significant creative involvement to the film, likely as director or cameraperson, a
definition that covered a range of different options (see below). The 142 films that were
eventually catalogued and digitised represented less than 10% of the full IAC collection.
While it is impossible to tell if that figure is representative of women’s involvement in
amateur film more generally, it may suggest a male dominance either within this largely
leisure-based pursuit or on the award panel which selected these films. What the catalo-
gued collection does offer is a cross-section of different women filmmakers, from different
periods and backgrounds, highlighting the range of creative work being undertaken.
Cataloguing and digitisation began in 2015, revealing 142 films produced by women
amateur filmmakers between the 1920s and the late 1980s; this led to an online catalogue,
study guide and good digital transfers.21 The key issue for funders and archivists became—
and remains—‘how to make these collections more accessible to a wider range of potential
users’.22 Academic work that links archive material with wider public engagement or
research impact is thin but growing, not least because film archives have been engaged
in public-facing work since their inception.23 Both ‘Capturing the Nation: Irish Home
Movies, 1930–70’ (a collaborative project between University College Cork and the
Irish Film Institute) and ‘City in Film’ (a collaboration between the University of Liverpool
and the North-West Film Archive) feature similar approaches to disseminating research
and utilising archive film.24 In those cases, initial research, cataloguing and digitisation
underpinned online databases and catalogues and, in the case of ‘City in Film’, a multi-
layered digital map of locations and cinema sites over time that offered ‘a comprehensive
analysis of the ways in which image cultures are imbricated as place-making activities.’25
Amateur film has often been claimed to help ‘shape people’s sense of themselves and the
world around them’, and this focus on space, place and identity formation is clear
embedded in the shape of these projects.26
The gender-based aims of the ‘Women Amateur Filmmakers in Britain’ project were
notably different from the location-based emphasis of these previous academic-film
archive projects. It therefore marks a departure from its forerunners. The challenge was
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to produce a feminist-driven engagement project that grew out of the cataloguing initiative
that could engage with external stakeholders. This includes engaging both the exhibition
sector for archive film and a wider audience. The pre-existing dominance of archival
screening programmes that link the idea of archive film with ‘the local’ is exemplified
by the BFI’s ‘Britain on Film’ initiative which, since 2015, has stressed the importance
of local and regional footage in its online and cinema exhibition campaign. In the next
section we will reflect on the challenges of curating and disseminating gender-based
amateur film packages by looking at this second phase of the EAFA project. While we
are not arguing that this case study should be representative of all film archive projects,
two points are key: the absence of women from many of the discourses encountered
during the planning and running of the engagement project; and a recurring desire for
reductive canonisation around archive film and the perception that it can only speak to
issues of space and place.
Presenting Women Amateur Filmmakers
The initial viewing of the 142 films that made up the ‘Women Amateur Filmmakers in
Britain’ collection was a reminder that ‘feminist film theory is implicated in turning the
“not there” into the there… [a] return to thinking about women as differentiated indus-
trial workers and [a willingness to] accept the legacy of their fight.’27 The collection spans
seven decades of the twentieth century and features films from a variety of genres and
modes of production, including drama, comedy, animation, documentary and travelogues.
The cataloguing research revealed a range of female authorship, including what is believed
to be the earliest example of an amateur film produced by an all-female collective—Sally
Sallies Forth (Frances Lascot, 1928). There are also a number of films that point to the
differentiation found within the amateur sector, with many examples produced by stu-
dents and young women. In the early 1930s, for example, sixteen-year-old Ruth Stuart
documented her travels in Egypt and Back with Imperial Airways (Ruth Stuart, 1931–
33), while Freak (Sharon Gadsdon, 1988) documents Gadsdon’s transformation from
schoolgirl to punk using time-lapse photography. While there are occasional similarities
to the domestic and preoccupation of the ‘home movie’, with its focus on ‘birthdays, wed-
dings, vacations and family feasts,’ these amateur films are more akin to mainstream
genres, and designed for public consumption in cine-clubs and other spaces.28 The collec-
tion also revealed a blurring of the distinctions between amateur and professional in the
work of animators Sheila Graber and Joanna Fryer, whose 1970s and 1980s’ solo filmmak-
ing endeavours led them to pursue successful careers in the more commercial sphere.
Graber, along with fellow animator Mollie Butler, was also responsible for pioneering
the use of animation in the classroom in UK schools and universities. Indeed, the afore-
mentioned Gadson was a pupil of Butler’s and Freak was created under Butler’s guidance
as part of a school project.29
A number of films in the collection were made by husband-and-wife partnerships, such
as those produced by Eunice and Eustace Alliott and Laurie and Stuart Day. The Alliotts
produced travelogues in 1930s Europe, while the affluent Days documented glamorous
post-war foreign holidays. The Days’ films are an excellent example of how women’s
work in amateur film can become historically marginalised. While catalogue research
and the films themselves reveal Laurie’s contribution on and off-screen, a review of
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1938: The Last Year of Peace (Laurie and Stuart Day, 1948) in Amateur Cine World not
only assumes that the film is produced by Mr and Mrs L Day, but also that ‘L. Day’ is
the husband, and, by extension, the primary filmmaker. Given the presence of Stuart
Day within almost all the scenes of the film, Laurie Day seems the more likely candidate
as the lead creator. This is just one of a number of examples of women’s roles being written
out of cine magazines and records that contributes to their notable absence within critical
work on amateur film history. As in parallel creative fields such as architecture and design,
and in the mainstream film industry, it provides additional evidence of women being
written out of, or marginalised within, husband-wife partnerships, even when the men
involved acknowledged and praised the contribution of the woman.30 Similar things hap-
pened within experimental film: women experimental filmmakers who were ‘married to
men involved in the American avant-garde almost guaranteed that their work would be
dismissed as simple home movie-like play with the camera and treated accordingly.’31
Such dismissals highlight the marginalisation of women filmmakers within authorship
discourse.32Moreover, within the EAFA collection the available information (that is, critical
discourse and film credits) regularly reduces the influence and creativity of women amateur
filmmakers. Additional project research has further complicated the assumptions presented
in institutional metadata. A Bench in the Park (1958), for example, formally credits Julius
Sergay as ‘director’ and Bianca Sergay as ‘camera’, but Sergay’s daughter credited Bianca
as the ‘driving force’ behind their films, thus suggesting a greater authorial input than pre-
viously thought.33What this project reaffirmed through the viewing of all these collaborative
films is a renewed challenge to ‘rethink the knotty problem of creative complementarity and
attribution.’34 Indeed, the amateurmovement features collaborators taking on different roles
and responsibilities; these question the privileging of the figure of the director in authorship
discourse over more collaborative models of creative engagement and production.
TheWomen Amateur Filmmakers in Britain project clearly reinforces the need to make
women’s contribution to amateur film production visible in new ways. The 142 films in the
collection represent an expansion, and complication, of existing film histories. This desire
to shed light on women’s work and creativity is shared with the Women Writers Project
which has sought to make visible women’s writing by digitising texts by women writers
working in the period before 1900 in order to bring them out from the archive and
make them accessible to a wider audience.35 In their reflections on the project, Jacqueline
Wernimont and Julia Flanders consider the relationship between digital humanities and
women’s studies, both of which ‘began in the same liberationist spirit’36 in the sense
that the digitisation of women’s work enables ‘canon reformation through expanded
access to rare materials’.37 However, they pose the questions: ‘Is inclusion enough to
bring these texts into view?’ How does visibility ‘translate into an actual perceptual shift
in understanding of gender and authorship?’38 Given the experience of the ‘Women
Amateur Filmmakers in Britain’ project, we argue that the creation of an archive of
women’s work is not enough to make this work visible.
Initially, EAFA placed some of the digitised films on its website. Mirroring the Women
Writers Project, the films were included in site holdings, but were not available in a par-
ticularly visible form. Consequently, the films were unlikely to produce any significant
shift in understanding around women and their significance to the collection. Developing
a cultural engagement aspect of the project that emphasised the feminist strengths of the
collection required the design and implementation of a nationwide cinema exhibition
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programme. The remainder of this article focuses on the creation of that programme
between February 2016 and August 2016.
Women Amateur Filmmakers and public engagement
The first challenge we faced in our attempts to expand public engagement with this collec-
tion was to create discrete packages of films from the 142 titles available. However, as the
films had not been released to the public previously, there was no guarantee a copyright
agreement for a public screening (or online dissemination) was in place. This made it
imperative that copyright holders (including the filmmakers and composers) were con-
tacted to give permission. The engagement project and the main team at EAFA had to
strike an appropriate balance during this process, acknowledging that the recent emphasis
on visibility, outreach and access needs to exist in dialogue with the more traditional
‘keepers and protectors’model found in archives. While projects such as ours demonstrate
that accessibility and outreach are high on the agendas of archivists, we also had to respect
that some archives are still making the transition to newer models of access and the
increased demands of the public ‘user’.
Identifying what archive footage to make available to the public was similarly a source
of tension between traditional archive practice and viable engagement activity: most
notably, contestation around issues of space and place, and the use of archive film as a
document of social history. The films initially published on the EAFA website privileged
the black-and-white travelogues and those featuring ‘home movie’-style family footage.
These films illustrate a key debate within the archiving practices of amateur film collec-
tions which are included ‘on the grounds of their supposed “evidential” value, usually
as visual portrayals of “local” and/or “national culture(s)”… [this bias] underlies decisions
that are hugely important for determining what is allowed to become part of the archival
collection.’39 The films first released online therefore fit an existing idea of a social docu-
ment that visually reveals something about the period they were produced in, or the place
being captured. There is clearly an argument that women’s amateur films contribute to
such discussions, expanding existing views on those decades or what locations were
important to those filmmakers. We are not attempting to disassociate women filmmakers
from their social context or location. Instead, we signal that such dominant ideas around
the function and value of archive film run the risk of blocking new initiatives that stress
other themes and questions.
As already noted, the Women Amateur Filmmakers in Britain project was eager to
move beyond a static web platform. We wanted to create ‘an interesting programme…
[curated to] attract a large enough… audience.’40 While we agreed intellectually with
Jane Gaines that the return of women-produced films could indeed ‘refute oversight,
neglect and dismissal,’ consultation with exhibitors suggested that a cinema audience
may not be prepared to watch a thirty minute black-and-white travelogue from the
1930s that lacked any soundtrack, and for which there was no budget to produce a new
score.41 Clearly, some selection process had to inform our curatorial experiments. Feed-
back from exhibitors and organisations with experience of archive film programming
(such as BFI Film Hub and the Independent Cinema Office (ICO)), repeatedly advised
that cinema packages must be tailored in line with archive film audiences.42 According
to the ICO, film packages should be 75–80 min in length, and adding a score (or ensuring
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live accompaniment) was crucial for silent films. The ICO also suggested adding support-
ing elements to the programmes such as placing films in their original context through an
introduction by the filmmaker or relevant expert.43
Based on these recommendations, three cinema exhibition packages were designed and
made available on DVD and as Digital Cinema Packages (DCP). Each package was con-
structed around a different theme related to genre: Package 1: Secrets and Lies (films that
could be classified as drama), Package 2: Fun on Film (comedy and animation) and
Package 3, a broader ‘highlights’ package with a selection from the other two packages
and two additional travelogues.44 Each package was just over an hour in duration and
the inclusion of films was (with one exception) limited to those with pre-existing sound-
tracks. Despite the use of genre as a thematic structure, the main aim remained the disse-
mination of a range of films that could help raise awareness of amateur women pioneers.
The project’s goal to place these packages into as many UK cinemas as possible was
partly achieved by securing screenings in venues such as Watershed in Bristol, Cambridge
Arts Picturehouse, HOME in Manchester, Cinema City Norwich, Sheffield Showroom and
The Prince Charles Cinema in London, between April and August 2016. To achieve this,
the project relied heavily on developing a bespoke network of individual contacts and
issued the packages licence-free. However, further expansion met a recurring problem
around placing gender-based collections into an exhibition industry that largely thinks
of amateur films in terms of location. Despite the BFI’s current commitment to ‘unlocking’
film heritage, including ‘boosting audience choice,’ the bulk of that commitment was tied
up in the digitisation of 10,000 films from the BFI National Archives and other national
and regional archives.45 The BFI-led ‘Britain on Film’ initiative included some cinema
exhibition packages but the main effort was directed to the prevailing location-based
understanding of amateur film. The online and interactive ‘Britain on Film’ map
allowed users to search for locations and view archive footage from that area, to ‘see
films about the places that mean something to you’.46
The association of archive film with space, place and localisation runs through the
language of the BFI ‘Unlocking Film Heritage’ project, with digitised films chosen to illus-
trate ‘the history of their locality and their cultural identity.’47 Importantly, that language is
also key to the BFI exhibition strategy, channelled through its Film Hub network, which is
‘tailored to local audiences and geography.’48 As Hallam and Roberts note, the archival
moving image has value in that it ‘contributes to collective memory, space, place in a
time of upheaval and globalisation.’49 Again, we are not arguing that the gendered perspec-
tive of these films and filmmakers could not be usefully adopted in relation to claims
around location, simply that only seeing archive and amateur films in this light limits poss-
ible engagement opportunities for films where that context is less central. The regional film
archive system that operates in the UK also reinforces a location-specific rationale for col-
lecting, cataloguing and dissemination: they are established, trained and focused on the
local and regional. That insistence on intertwining archive and location (with the additional
problematic assumption that amateur could also be easily equated with the local) appears to
have hampered the wider distribution of feminist-led packages. Indeed, the presence of
EAFA as the source of the collection became a source of some contention when dealing
with local and regional exhibitors within the EAFA regions, with programmers struggling
to position the collections when they could not rely on a traditional strategy of promoting
the archive / amateur in relation to the local area. We posit, then, that the experience of this
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project suggests that any attempt to successfully mobilise collections which are more
broadly thematic or ideological than geographical will necessitate a shift within exhibition
strategies to (partially) untether the archival from the local.
The packages’ stress on reframing historical assumptions around women’s amateur
filmmaking also generated an unexpected barrier for film programmers. This focused
on the question of ‘women’s cinema,’ which has been debated by feminist film critics
and scholars since the 1970s, has acquired two different meanings: ‘films made by
women,’ and Hollywood products designed to appeal to a specifically female audience.50
Explorations of ‘women’s cinema’ have questioned what happens when women move
beyond the realistic autobiographical mode of filmmaking expected by many critics. Scho-
lars ask whether films made by women share any ‘distinctly feminine’ qualities, warning
against any generalisations of a ‘feminine sensibility.’51 This discourse is problematic in
that it reinforces essentialist gender distinctions and expectations. Further, it suggests
films made by women share particular aesthetic or narrative tropes, which further contrib-
utes to the marginalisation of women’s work. The problems and difficulties of ‘women’s
cinema’ are evidently still apparent almost 40 years on, where the feminist insistence on
difference ‘has been co-opted for a neoliberal notion of identity as an individual project
through an emphasis on the woman filmmaker as an auteur,’ and “women’s stories”
have become an area of niche marketing’ encouraging women to consume a different
set of texts than men.52
The collection of films in the Women Amateur Filmmakers in Britain project can be
described as ‘women’s films’ insofar as they are films made by women. The breadth of
the collection and its wide spectrum of thematic concerns beyond expected autobiographi-
cal or narrative approaches led contacts in the BFI’s Film Hub network—set up to promote
and champion specialist film exhibition—to query how to position and market film
packages that did not overtly display the supposed characteristics of ‘women’s cinema.’
The wider implication here was that films included in these packages should only
explore typically ‘feminine’ themes, such as relationships or family life. One contact
within the Film Hub network expressed the belief that such themes were easier to
market to female audiences.53 While some films in the collection do explore these
themes—A Game for Three (Mollie Butler, 1976), for example, tells the story of an
affair from the wife’s perspective—it clearly should not be taken as any indication of
what a collection of women filmmakers has to contain. Such views assume that women
filmmakers can only produce material that speaks to a female audience and that such
an audience would only want to watch films concerned with culturally defined ‘feminine’
topics. Given our argument that the women amateur filmmaker is already invisible at
different levels—amateur film has only recently been prioritised within archive practice,
women’s amateur films are not a preservation priority, catalogues of amateur collections
are not designed to highlight women’s contributions and so on—the attitude of the exhi-
bition sector to these feminist packages further ghettoises the already problematic term
‘amateur women filmmaker’ and the notions of inferiority and lack of professionalism
that are associated with it. The choice to design three packages that showcased the
breadth and range of the collection (rather than reduce it to easily understood cultural
assumptions) represents an effort on our behalf to ensure we did not further marginalise
these unknown figures of women’s work and creativity.
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Although exhibitors were not specifically hostile to the Women Amateur Filmmakers in
Britain project, our refusal to conform to existing ideas around ‘woman’s cinema’may have
reduced opportunities to screen these packages. Some of the screenings were in slots that
cinemas set aside for women’s filmmaking (Cambridge Arts Picturehouse), or where indi-
vidual project films were shown as part of a season of women filmmakers (the Prince
Charles Cinema, London). While the venues could not provide full audience figures,
project attendees counted 80 people attending across four sessions, with positive responses
including ‘it was great to learn more about women’s contribution to filmmaking’ and
noting ‘the variety of topics and genres offered by these films.’ The packages received an
equally strong reception at other venues (HOME Manchester, Watershed Bristol,
Sheffield Showroom, and Bo’Ness Hippodrome) where they were not identified in relation
to a specific slot or season. While audience numbers were not provided by these venues,
audience feedback again identified that it was ‘cool to see so many different formats,
styles and genres in one screening’ and ‘every female filmmaker needs to see these—how
inspiring.’54
Given the already marginalised nature of these filmmakers, the project made a clear
choice to promote the three packages to as wide an audience as possible rather than focus-
ing on pre-existing ‘women’s cinema’ screenings. The choices made throughout the
engagement programme—the desire to focus on a theme that was gender-based and
not location specific, a refusal to curate content for an assumed and limited ‘women’s
film’ focus, and the decision to target a wide range of cinemas—clearly had an impact
on the scope of the dissemination exercise in 2016. At every stage, however, our engage-
ment project was driven by feminist principles. We strove to curate, disseminate and do
justice to the women responsible for these amazing films, to allow them a limited voice
that could speak back to film history and offer their own truths ‘from below.’55
Conclusion: reflections on feminist outreach
Framing the selection, development and delivery of the ‘Women Amateur Filmmakers in
Britain’ project from a feminist perspective has allowed us to explore how regional and
national film archives still struggle with the identification, prioritisation and dissemination
of women filmmakers and amateur film. While wholeheartedly agreeing that archiving is a
feminist issue, we argue that this is not simply at the level of preservation priorities, cat-
aloguing or scholarly access, but rather that it runs through the ability of engagement pro-
jects to gain a foothold in the specialist film exhibition sector. The feminist principle that
woman’s creative work should be celebrated and more widely known underpinned this
project: our reflection on that process cannot be taken as representative of the whole
archive sector, but we would argue that our case study demonstrates potential problems
within local and national exhibition practices. Most notably, a feminist-led project cele-
brating the diversity of women’s amateur filmmaking did not easily fit the dominant
linking of archive and amateur with documentary-led representations of the local, or
ideas of what ‘women’s cinema’ might address.
Given the limitations of time and budget for this project, we are not claiming that the
exhibition sector was the only factor limiting the reach of our film packages. Indeed, we
estimate that over 300 people in cinemas across the country gained access to previously
unseen materials which challenged their assumptions about the involvement of women
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filmmakers in amateur productions. The project pages on the EAFA website, which
includes all the films, have had over four thousand views since March 2016. This demon-
strates the greater reach of an online platform while accepting that it is impossible to know
what impact such viewing had.56 However, as discussed, the engagement project was driven
by a desire to present and contextualise the films to cinema audiences, rather than rely
simply on online traffic. Although outside the focus of this article the cinema screenings
have to be understood as part of a larger dissemination strategy (including a new standa-
lone website, a proposed television documentary, the involvement of educational bodies
such as INTOFilm) to engage a disparate audience across multiple platforms.
Reflecting on both the challenges and success of our work, our main recommendation is
that accessions and cataloguing policies at archives should be revised to include metadata
and search fields that make the identification of thematic or ideological areas (such as
‘women filmmakers’) easier. Our intention is not to isolate women’s amateur filmmaking
from other archival concerns, but to ensure that such cataloguing terms coexist with and
enhance the current focus on ‘gauge, running time, subject matter and production
locale’.57 As a result of this project, EAFA has introduced a new accessions policy that
prioritises women filmmakers, and is assessing its current holdings for more examples
of women’s ‘invisible’ creativity. Screen Archive Scotland has also introduced the option
to search for women filmmakers in its catalogue. We applaud these steps at EAFA and
SAS and hope to see that reflected in other regional and national archives.
While changes to collection metadata will not redress all issues problematising the
exhibition of feminist-led projects such as ‘Women Amateur Filmmakers in Britain’,
increased online access to a range of material would be a welcome initial step to chal-
lenge reductive canonisations such as ‘amateur film’ or ‘women’s film.’ We hope that
increasing the visibility of women’s work within the film archives will become a priority
for institutions such as the BFI. There is clear evidence of thematic work around archive
film in projects such as the BFI ‘Black Britain on Film’ but the dominant model remains
the location-centred ‘Britain on Film.’ Encouraging the adoption of exhibition strategies
that can look beyond location—or potentially combine location with the kinds of fem-
inist work we have identified through this project—can only enrich the archive film
screening landscape.
We end our article with a call for an ‘Unlocking Women’s Film Heritage’ initiative that
is similar to the BFI’s ‘Unlocking Film Heritage’ but with a clear acknowledgement that
archiving of women’s film (and television) is always a feminist issue rather than a
theme within a bigger programme. An initiative of this sort could implement the catalogue
recommendations we made above, identify and provide research on the many still-invis-
ible women filmmakers (amateur, experimental, professional) that exist in archives, prior-
itise the accession of more archive women’s films, and digitise and make accessible that
work. Most significantly, it would offer the fuller reframing of film history that our
modest case study suggests is possible.
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